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Single neuron transcriptome analysis
can reveal more than cell type
classification

Does it matter if every neuron is unique?

Lise J. Harbom1)2), William D. Chronister1)3) and Michael J. McConnell1)2)3)4)�

A recent single cell mRNA sequencing study by Dueck et al.

compares neuronal transcriptomes to the transcriptomes of

adipocytes and cardiomyocytes. Single cell omic approaches

such as those used by the authors are at the leading edge of

molecular and biophysical measurement. Many groups are

currently employing single cell sequencing approaches to

understand cellular heterogeneity in cancer andduring normal

development. These single cell approachesalsoarebeginning

toaddress long-standingquestions regardingnervoussystem

diversity. Beyond an innate interest in cataloging cell type

diversityinthebrain,singlecellneuronaldiversityhasimportant

implications for neurotypic neural circuit function and for

neurological disease. Herein, we review the authors methods

and findings, which most notably include evidence of unique

expression profiles in some single neurons.
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Introduction

Neuronal diversity has been evident since the first drawings by
Cajal in the late 1800s [1, 2]. These traces revealed neuronal
morphologies that are reminiscent of snowflakes: every neuron
looks different. Electrophysiological recordings of single
neurons beginning in the early 1900s, and the subsequent
development of the patch-clamp technique in the 1970s [3],
furthered our appreciation of neuronal diversity. Manyneurons
are excitatory, others are inhibitory, and still others modulate
another neuron’s response to excitation and inhibition.
Molecular biology and transgenic animal technologies have
driven molecular characterization of neuronal diversity even
further [4, 5]. Neuroscientists now have molecular markers for
many subtypes of excitatory, inhibitory, and modulatory
neurons; moreover, two decades of work have delineated
transcription factor codes that drive neuronal diversity in
different developmental lineages, including the spinal cord [6]
and cerebral cortex [7, 8]. Single neuronal transcriptomes
clearly identify expected neuronal cell types, and extend our
appreciation of neuronal diversity by identifying additional
neuronal subtypes [9–11].

Current working knowledge of neural circuit function is
framed by the observations that some neurons (or small
ensembles of neurons) encode memories of time and space
[12, 13], while other neurons seem to hold our knowledge of
media celebrities [14]. Indeed, Tonegawa and colleagues have
recently used optogenetic activation to demonstrate the
existence ofmemory engrams in defined neural circuits [15–17].
Collectively, thesefindingsmotivateadeeperquestionfor single
cell transcriptome analysis: is the engram represented in single
cell transcriptomes? Given the vast diversity of expected
engrams in a brain, a first prediction of this hypothesis may
be that neuronal transcriptomes are more variable than the
transcriptomes of other cell types.

A recent paper by Kim, Eberwine, and colleagues explores
thequestionofneuronal transcriptomevariabilitybycomparing
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almost one hundred single cell transcriptomes from various
developmental lineages in mice [18]. As expected, the tran-
scriptomes clearly distinguish single neurons from single
cardiomyocytes and from single adipocytes; likewise, single
cardiomyocytes and single adipocytes also have distinct
transcriptomes. This study supports a central expectation
derived frombulk tissue analysis, that single neurons express a
larger number of genes than the other single cells examined.
Further, the authors identify a core subset of 404 universally
expressed genes that are detected in all 91 cells. As might be
expected, these genes are annotated for housekeeping
functions such as translation and metabolism, and mutations
in these genes are highly associated with human disease.
Although not profound findings on their own, these measure-
ments demonstrate the veracity of the authors’ single cell
approach.

Dueck et al. then investigate cell type-specific functions
within single cell transcriptomes by selecting the 400 most
highly expressed genes in each cell type (excluding the
universally expressed genes). Enrichment analysis of these
genes agrees with the expectation that the cell’s phenotype
can be inferred from its transcriptome. They find genes
annotated for synaptic transmission to be enriched in
neurons, genes annotated for cardiac muscle development
to be enriched in embryonic cardiomyocytes, and genes
annotated for lipid metabolism to be enriched in adipocytes.
Moreover, when the same approach is applied to rat neurons,
the collection of neuron-specific, highly expressed genes is
largely conserved between species. Intriguingly, the authors
note that the majority of commonly expressed genes, both
within and across cell types, do not have published
phenotypic associations, and, thus, this single cell study
has identified new candidate genes for subsequent disease-
association studies.

Neuronal transcriptomes vary from non-neuronal tran-
scriptomes not just in size, but also in character. Dueck et al.
detect significantly more non-exonic sequence in cortical and
hippocampal pyramidal neurons than in the other cell types
studied. There is evidence that introns retained in expressed
mRNA have important roles in trafficking mRNA to den-
drites [19, 20], but other functional roles for this additional
expression are largely unexplored. Nevertheless, there
remains an open question regarding whether the neuronal
transcriptome complexity revealed by single cell studies can
reveal even more neuronal diversity than we already
appreciate.

Single cell measurement

Confidence in single cell measurements is currently limited by
a dilemma analogous to Schr€odinger’s cat: how can you know
the state of a single cell before measuring it? It is very
challenging to measure the state of a single cell because single
cells have picograms of DNA and RNA, while next generation
sequencing typically requires hundreds of nanograms of input
material to construct a sequencing library. Thus, amplification
of nucleic acids is a necessary prerequisite that leaves one
with few means to know what the transcriptome was before it
was amplified (see [21, 22] for technical details of single cell

transcriptome amplification). This technical concern has been
allayed in part by detecting known cell type-specific genes.
Nonetheless, as pointed out by Dueck et al., single cell
measurements of various cell types are further confounded by
the distinct phenotypes of different cell populations. Cell type-
specific differences in lipid content, cell size, and cell cycle
state (e.g. G0 or proliferating) may affect amplification
approaches and must all be carefully considered as caveats
to any conclusions drawn from single cell data.

Yet, to their credit, Dueck et al. approach single cell
heterogeneity head on. They set a baseline for technical noise
by analyzing bulk mRNA samples from millions of single cells
diluted to single cell levels (10, 50, and 100pg of material) and
performing twelve replicate mRNA amplifications on these
samples. From this data, they estimate technical variation in
single cell mRNA amplification for each transcript and, in
turn, begin to separate technical variation from biological
variation in expression levels by calculating F-statistics for a
subset of genes. The F-statistic is calculated for each gene from
the variance observed in a given gene’s single cell expression
level relative to the variation observed at that expression level
among dilution replicates.

Neuronal transcriptome variability

Surprisingly, the Dueck et al. study reports that serotonergic
neurons have the highest mean F statistic of all cell types
examined, while cortical and hippocampal pyramidal neu-
rons have lower F-statistics, and thus less cell–cell tran-
scriptome variability, than the other cell types examined.
Notably, the nature of the serotonergic neuron transcriptomes
is unique among the cell types examined in that they were
isolated from a freshly prepared adult brain slice. All other cell
types were examined after having been dissociated from
embryonic tissue and cultured in vitro prior to analysis. Thus,
the developmental maturity of each cell type is another caveat
that requires careful consideration. An alternative hypothesis,
however, is that neuronal transcriptome complexity is a
reflection of the diverse excitatory, inhibitory, andmodulatory
inputs that each neuron is receiving and interpreting in vivo.

Transcriptomes are dynamic; neuronal activity leads to
gene expression changes that can occur on very rapid time
scales. Diverse connectivity and activity patterns for any
single neuron lead to the expectation of neuron–neuron
transcriptional differences. It follows that a more direct
comparison of in vivo and in vitro neurons of the same type
might have very different transcriptome complexity due to
ongoing activity-dependent mechanisms. Another single cell
study from Eberwine, Kim and colleagues reports just this
experiment using transcriptome in vivo analysis (TIVA).

The TIVA single cell approach uses photoactivatable, cell-
permeant oligo-dT probes to capture a single cell’s tran-
scriptome in its native environment [23]. Using TIVA, marked
differences were detected between the transcriptome of single
1-week-old hippocampal neurons in acute slices relative to
single perinatally isolated hippocampal neurons after one
week in culture. Specifically, the TIVA approach identified 645
bi-modally expressed genes (i.e. genes that were either on or
off in single cells) in vivo but only 27 in vitro. The majority of
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these also displayed sparse expression in CA1 in the Allen
Brain Atlas. One explanation of these data is that some CA1
neurons are in the “on” state for bimodal genes, while others
are in the “off” state. Of course, from these single time point
measurements, it is not known whether single neurons
maintain a single state or whether these neurons are
oscillating between states. Furthermore, it is not clear whether
bimodal expression patterns mark distinct subtypes of CA1
neurons, or whether neurons in the “on” state convey distinct
information from neurons in the “off” state.

The Dueck et al. study also reveals a number of neurons
with unique transcriptomes; they report private genes that
were expressed in only one of the 91 single cells analyzed.
Remarkably, 334 of 371 private genes were expressed only in
neurons, although this may be partially accounted for by the
higher number of genes found in neurons compared to other
cell types. Of these private genes, 50 were olfactory receptor
transcripts. This is surprising for two reasons: first, these
receptors are not known to be expressed in cortical or
hippocampal neurons, and, second, stochastic regulation is
central to restricting the expression of these large gene
families so that only one allele is expressed in single olfactory
receptor neuron [24]. Here, of 19 single cortical and 18 single
hippocampal neurons, five of each type were found to
privately express olfactory receptor genes; eight of these ten
neurons were found to co-express more than one olfactory
receptor gene, and five expressed four or five different
olfactory receptor genes (Dueck and Kim, personal communi-
cation). Private genes were not detected in serotonergic
neurons, nor have they been reported for other single cell
analysis of in vivo isolated cortical or hippocampal neurons.

Yet, it is important to note that few in vitro
cultured cardiomyocytes and adipocytes express
private genes, so this intriguing finding may be as
likely to reflect something specific to neuronal
genome regulation and structure as much as it
reflects something specific to neuronal
phenotype.

Nervous system diversity may extend to the
level where every neuronal transcriptome is
unique. Indeed, the hypothesis that neuronal
diversity can enhance information coding and
neural synchronization has already been put
forward based on computational models [25, 26].
However, interpretation of single neuron tran-
scriptional profiles is further confounded by
promiscuous transcription without protein detec-
tion; for example, un-rearranged T-cell receptor
transcripts [27]. Conversely, Marder and col-
leagues have shown that similar circuit behavior
can arise from widely variable transcript levels in
single neurons in the same circuit [28]. But two
major questions arise from this knowledge.Would
neural circuit performance be either improved or
impaired if neuronal transcriptomes were identi-
cal? And do neurodevelopmental programs exist
that specifically bring about transcriptional
diversity? What is clear from the Dueck et al.
study; however, is that we would not be able to
ask these questions without single cell analysis.

Dynamic neuronal genomes and
epigenomes

Transcriptomic comparisons among single neurons are implic-
itly based on the assumption that all neurons have the same
genomeandthatneuronal epigenomesarestable (Fig. 1, current
model). It is now clear that many neurons have different
genomes and that neuronal epigenomes are dynamic.

Neurotypic neuronal genomes vary from one another due
to whole and subchromosomal duplications and deletions
(Fig. 1) [29–35]. Endogenous mobile elements also “jump” and
mutate new loci [36–40], although estimates of the prevalence
of de novo insertions varies widely [38, 39]. Very recent studies
report single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertion/
deletion polymorphisms that mark neuronal lineages [41].
Some neurons with variant genomes have been shown to
express distinct transcriptomes [36, 42] in addition neuronal
genomes may accumulate additional variants over their
lifetime [43, 44]. Accumulating evidence has demonstrated
that one functional consequence of brain somatic mosaicism
can be neurological disease [45, 46]. For example, somatic
mutations in the mTOR signaling pathway lead to overgrowth
of one hemisphere in hemimegalencephaly [47, 48]. Likewise,
schizophrenia has been linked with additional chromosome
one mosaicism in cortical neurons [49] and, separately,
elevatedmobile element activity in hippocampal neurons [50].
Mosaic amplification of the amyloid precursor protein (APP)
locus [51] and other somatic mutations [52] have also been

Figure 1. Single cell transcriptomes reflect many aspects of cell state. Cell
intrinsic and extrinsic developmental cues lead to some level of neuronal diversity
in immature neurons. Activity-dependent plasticity then further diversifies individual
neurons as the brain matures. Standard models of neurodevelopment are based
on the assumption that neuronal genomes are static. We propose a brain
mosaicism model where neuronal genomes change during development and then
further through life, leading to greater levels of neuron–neuron diversity. In tandem
with epigenomic modifications and transcriptional regulation, this diversity could
perhaps approach a level where every neuron is unique. Schematic of various
aspects of cell state: the transcriptome is represented as a single curved line, the
genome is represented a double helix, the epigenome is represented as a glow
around the genome, and the neuron’s phenotype is represented by the border
color of each triangle.
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reported in cortical neurons from Alzheimer’s disease
patients. Taken together, multiple lines of evidence make it
clear that brain mosaicism exists in neurotypic human brains.

Epigenomic patterns of DNAmethylationwere also generally
thought to be very stable among cells of the same type; the
epigenome is programmed during development leading to
increasingly restricted cell fate potential. However, this concept
has also been overturned in neurons [53, 54]. DNA methylation
patterns are re-written by TET-mediated conversion of
5-methycytosine to 5-hydroxymethyl cytosine [55, 56]. Neurons
have roughly fivefold higher levels of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine
than other cell types examined [57], as well as frequent and
widespread de novo demethylation and methylation [58] and,
perhaps, neuron–neuron epigenomic differences.

Nevertheless, epigenomic modifications can only be per-
formed on the genome that is present in any single neuron and
every neuron may have a unique genome. Thus, not only is a
singlecell transcriptomeasnapshotofongoingneuronalactivity,
it is also likely to be a reflection of the neuron’s genome and
epigenome at that point in time (Fig. 1, brain mosaicismmodel).

We propose that meaningful experiments to test the
importance of neuronal transcriptional diversity for neural
circuit formand function need to account for neuronal genomic
and epigenomic diversity. Technological advances that allow
one to measure multiple ‘omes from the same single cell are on
the rapidly advancing horizon [59, 60]. Farther into the future,
we should be able to obtain time-series measurements from the
same single cell (http://commonfund.nih.gov/singlecell/
challenge).Withmeasurement of theseparameters inhundreds
of neuronal phenotypes, we will know if correlative evidence
supports a broad role for genetic and epigenetic changes in
neuron-to-neuron transcriptional diversity. Moreover, manipu-
lationofgeneticandepigeneticparameters shouldelucidate the
cell biologicalmechanisms that control transcriptionaldiversity
in neurons. The key experiments will combine single cell ‘omic
measurements and novel computational approaches [22, 61]
with electrophysiological recordings and behavioral analysis.
With these toolsathand, itwill bepossible to test thehypothesis
that minimizing transcriptional diversity will not change the
mean performance of a population of circuits or individuals;
rather it may diminish the variance in the population [62].

Conclusion

Our understanding of the brain has advanced in fits and starts
alongside technological innovations that have enabled increas-
ingly discrete measurement of neuron identity and function.
During the past 10 years microscopy has advanced so that we
cannowimagesingleneuronswith resolution that isbeyondthe
diffraction limit of light [63, 64]. During the past five years,
advances in next generation sequencing and single cell
amplification have brought single cell genome, epigenome,
and transcriptome measurements to begin to address funda-
mental questions in neuroscience. We don’t yet know if
“Jennifer Aniston” neurons have a distinct transcriptome from
“Bill Clinton” neurons. Moreover, we don’t know if every
person’s“JenniferAniston”neuronhas thesametranscriptome.
Whatwedoknow is thatwedonot know, yet rapidly advancing

single cell approaches like those developed by Dueck et al. and
many others seem poised to begin to answer these questions.

Note added in proof

Since the acceptance of this manuscript, additional relevant
manuscripts have been published. First, in a recent review
Dueck et al. discuss with great insight how single cell
transcriptome variability may be advantageous for higher-
level function of multi-cellular systems, such as neural
circuits [65]. And second, recent single cell studies from the
Buck and Xie laboratories show that immature olfactory
sensory neurons can express multiple olfactory receptor
genes [66, 67]. Thus, the observation by Dueck et al. that
multiple olfactory receptor genes are among the unique
private genes detected in some cultured neurons may
indicate some level of reversion to an immature or de-
differentiated state in these cells.
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